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Daily e-mail
system set
in place for
students
^

University hopes to keep students
informea through Campus Notes
By Jaion Henry
Reporter

So,"*«.

The University has started a mass e-mail service.
called Campus Notes, to keep students aware of
campus events and news.
Campus Notes, which are sent daily to all
University students, is a modified version of the
Campus Updates section of Blackboard. The first
note was sent on Sept. 9. The updates contain user
submitted events, activities, and information.
Bonnie Blankinship, the editor of Campus
Updates, said the updates used to be sent through
e-mail but were discontinued because students
did not like receiving the messages in their inbox.
However, after switching to just displaying the
messages on Blackboard, the University felt that
perhaps students were not seeing the updates
enough and decided to return to the old system.
"The number of submissions from students had
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Many students indifferent on upcoming
legislation for credit card restrictions
By Courtney Ktanan
Reporter

Only 35 |MT( em of students pay oft thelr

CAMPUS
BRIEF
City police, CSX to work on railroad
tracks trespassing tomorrow night

Services, demonstrating how credit card compa-

Bowling Green Poke Division and CSX Railroad Special
■
Agents will be monitoring the city railroad tracks in a "Trespass |
Enforcement Blitz" tomorrow night from 4 p.m. to 5 a.m. CSX
police and BGPD are working in a joint effort to reduce trespass-;
ing at the railroad tracks in town.

nies can trap some students into purchasing more

CSX Police Commander John Harris said CSX agents and
>
BGPD will be issuing violators warnings or citations if necessary. ;

alancis every month,
according to the United College Marketing

fiycan handle.
ditcard companies] are just trying to get

The "Trespass Enforcement Blitz" is part of a national safety
program, Operation Lifesaver. that teaches the three E's: education, enforcement and engineering. The blitz is this weekend in
order to educate University students who may be out because of
the Boise State football contest.
"It's against the law to trespass." he said. "I don't want to flood
the Bowling Green court with citations But we do have the
authority to issue tickets"

See CREDIT | Page 2

Local sub shop turned !
restaurant changes location

Plans remain unclear for
closed restaurant on campus

By Matt Ny.
By Michel* WysocM
Reporter

Some students may be wondering
what happened to Campus Comers,
a restaurant that was attached to
McDonald HaD.
Senior Director of Dining Services
Nancy Joseph said Campus Comers
was once a popular place to eat on
campus until it closed two years
ago. It was the only restaurant-like
service provided at the University
besides the Greenery in the Union.
Campus Comers offered a full
menu with service that would wait
on students, as opposed to the cafeteria-style dining services on the

Reporter

"Campus Corners
was the one place on
campus students could
come together and
have a nice meal."
Caitlin Blake | Senior

majority of campus.
"the most popular item that drew in
students were Campus Comere frozen non-akhoholk: drinks, served in a
hurricane glass, topped with whipped
See CORNERS | Page 2
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MID-DAY CHIT CHAT: Shana Hinton (left) a hairstylist at the salon Mirage m Bowling
Green, enjoys a luncheon at DiBenedettos with her friend Marcela Frite (right)

"Welcome to our little piece of
the Tuscan countryside." This is
the slogan for the newly located
DiBenedettos Italian Bistro.
DiBenedettos moved from its
previous location on East Vtboster
St to 121 South Main St. in downtown Bowling Green.
"Wve been a sub shop for 30
years, my parents opened the sub
shop in 1978, then formed a restaurant," said Chris DiBenedctto,
the owner. "My parents wanted to
retire so I controlled both places,
now just the one restaurant."
DiBenedettos Italian Bistro

offers not just subs hut a lot of
other Italian foods ITieir lunch
hours arc 11 am. to 2 pm.. then
they re-open at 430 for the eveninghours. They also deliver, Mon.Fri. Uam.-2p.m.
"I lours at lunch aresortoflimited.
hut basically the same menu |as
the previous sub shopl, hut more
expanded now," DiBenedetto said
"The help is always right there,
don't haw to wait, and the owner
is a good friend of my children,"
customer Tammy Premo said.
Sarah Champion, a waitress at
DiBenedettos. agreed that this ■>
See BISTRO I Page 2
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A time for service

Biking in the fast lane

Hard work pays off

USG is hosting an event tomorrow where

Columnist Levi Joseph Wonder is rinding it

Junior James Schneider finally gets his chance

student leaders will be giving back to the

hard to ride his bike in some congested areas

Bowling Green community by volunteering

on campus, so he's proposing the University

after years of hard work and bve of the

in various places | Pig* 3

install bike lanes | Page 4
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If Freddie Falcon and Buster Bronco got in a fight,
who would win?

to start as linebacker for Falcon football,

•* t

WILLIAM PARCH
Sophomore.^Apparel Merchandising
"Freddie, because he's got daggers
to cut the Bronco up" | Page 4
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From Page 1
us kids in trouble," said junior
finance major Robyn Myers.
This will not be a big issue for
students soon.
Earlier this year, President
Barark Obama signed the
Credit Card Accountability,
Responsibility and Disclosure Act
of 2009 to take effect in Kebruary
2010, which will ban unfair rate
increases.
According to a White House
\Veb site fact sheet, consumers
can have confidence that the
interest rates on their existing
balances will also not increase.
This can be helpful towards
students such as Myers, who has

12:22 A.M.
Darnell Brown. 18. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for underage possession of
alcohol and underage under the influence
within the 100th block of N. Main St
2:11 A.M.
Benjamin Gorman. 22. of Bowling Green,
was warned for loud music and noise
within the 100th block S. College St
6:42 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime during
the night unknown subjects keyed the
driver's side of his vehicle causing $1,000
in damage within the 100th block of S.
Main St.
8:16 P.M.
Complainant reported loud music within
the 900th block of Klotz Road.
11:21 P.M.
Brandon Brown. 18. of Columbia, Ohio,
was cited for underage possession of
alcohol, underage under the influence
and for disorderly conduct for urinating
within the 100th block of N. Enterprise St.

THURSDAY SEPT. 24
1:38 A.M.
Wesley Dooktle III. 28. of Bowling
Green, and Brian Ludwig. 26. of
Napoleon. Ohio, were cited for disorderly
conduct for fighting and criminal mischief
at Sky Bar.
2:04 A.M.
Tubby's staff called to report a fight broke
out in the bar. Both parties were escorted
out of the area Later complainant arrived
at the police station to report her phone,
valued at $500, was lost in the fight.

fe

ONLINE: Go to bgvteivscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors. If
you think an error has been made, call
The BG News at 419-372-6966
In the police blotter of the Sept. 5 issue
of The BG News. Sean Dewitte was
incorrectly listed as being cited for
disorderly conduct after being found
swimming naked in the Enclave II pool.
The person actually cited was Nicholas
J. Porter, who impersonated Dewitte.
City police have issued a warrant for
the arrest of Porter for tampering with
records, falsification and criminal trespassing.

CORNERS
From Page 1
cream," Joseph said. "Campus
Comers was easily comparable to
an Applebns restaurant"
Campus Comers was open
for dinner type meals Monday
through Thursday from 5 pin.
to 8 p.m. The A la Carte menu
allowed students to order things
as simple as a burger to an elaborate steak dinner.
"Campus Comers was the one
place on campus students could
come together and have a nice
meal," said senior Caitlin Blake.
"There aren't any other restaurant-like places on campus.''
Before it closed, Campus
Comers was turned into a breakfast service. But students did not
respond well to the change.
Gail Finan, director of dining
services at the time, made the
decision to pull the plug completely on Campus Comers.
Joseph said the biggest issue
dining services at the University
faced was the decline in popularity of the restaurant and also
the facility itself. Although many
students liked the atmosphere
of Campus Comers, it was not
drawing in new clientele.

one credit card from Capitol One,
and is looking for another,
"My (Annual Percentage Ratel
is almost up," Myers said.
The choice for her new card
is dependent upon how low the
APR is and on the credit line.
Students owe an average balance of $885 on their credit cards,
accordingto the UCMS.The new
law requires there to be opt-in
to over-limit fees, which requires
credit institutions obtain pennission from the consumer to process transactions that would take
the account over the limit
According to an article by the
National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators,
credit card companies will be
prohibited from offering free
merchandise to college students
Returning students were the
majority of the people attending Campus Comers on a semiregular basis.
"Freshman year 1 lived in
McDonald and they served dinner, but sophomore year 1 lived
in Founders and they only kept
it open for breakfast. The nice
tiling about Campus Comers
was I could use my meal plan
and haw people wait on me,"
said junior Austin Weinkauf.
But this was not enough to
keep ir open.
And now dining services are
dealing with a similar issue with
the food court in Founders.
Director of Dining Services
Mike P.iulus said the majority of
students leave campus on the
weekends which puts the business of Founders Keepers on
the decline. Dining Services are
contemplating whether or not it
is worth it to keep it open on the
weekends, Paulus said.
The space that once was
Campus Comers is now unoccupied but used primarily as
a common area During the
summer the University used
this space for Orientation and
Registration to check people
into Offenhauer and McDonald
Residence Halls.

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

"[Credit Card Companies] are just trying to
get us kids in trouble"
Robyn Myers |

for signing up for an account
only when the offer is made on
or near the campus or a college
event.
CNN reported that along with
the other measures to come in
February, consumers under the
age of 21 will now be required
to have a co-signer to receive a
credit card.
Sophomore Ashley Snoddy
doesn't have a problem with this.
She has one Discover card that is
a family account and isn't looking for another one.
"I don't make enough money

|to have another credit cardl,"
she said.
Snoddy only uses her credit
card for books and school supplies. The only downfall of this law,
she said, is that if a student needs a
co-signer and does not have one.
that student is without an emergency method of payment
Myers said this law is a good
idea.
"I've heard of a lot of college
students getting in trouble Iwith
credit] before," she said.
Students .ire not the only
ones affected by this new law.

NOTES

all of the submissions for miss- find it annoying.
ing information or inappropri"The first few weeks it was
atencss, but she said that gen- pretty useful. 1 didn't know
erally if it has all of the needed what was going on really." she
information and it is submitted said. "I think if you are a freshby 5 p.m., it will be in the next man it can be very useful."
Sophomore Ben Busdicker
day's issue.
Students can also still view said that students shouldn't be
the updates on MyBGSU if they able to opt out because they
are unable to access the origi- are using an e-mail given to
them by the University.
nal e-mail.
"You canalways just hit delete
Some students, such as sophomore Carolyn Deas, want to if you don't want to read them,
you never know if something
opt out of the new system.
"It basically just fills up my might relate to you," he said.
Ellsmore said she thinks stuinbox after a while," she said.
She said she usually does not dents might like the notes more
find anything that pertains to if they were only sent once a
her in the e-mails. She may week rather than every day.
According to Blankinship,
read a few lines, but usually
students have no way of optshe just deletes them.
Freshman Sarah Fllsmore ing out because of the way the
said she finds the service use- system is set up, but filters can
ful but that other students be used if students really want
should be able to opt out if they to avoid the updates.

From Page 1
dropped," she said "We were
worried that they weren't
really getting the news of the
University."
The goal of returning to the
e-mail system is to keep students in the loop about what is
going on at the University and
to provide students with a way
to share information about
their own events and activities,
Blankinship said.
All events listed in the
Campus Notes are submitted
through the University Web
site. Anyone can submit an
event or activity through the
"Campus Update Form" link in
the drop down menu on the
main page.
Blankinship reads through

WASHINGTON BRIEFS
$700 billion bailout extended another year
WASHINGTON-The Obama

night"
They have a lounge area
upstairs for a late night spot for
From Page 1
students to relax.
"lor students, more of a date
a great place for people to come
night for them, we have a lounge
and eat the finest Italian food.
"1 like working here a lot, every- and bar," DiBcnedetto said.
one's nice, a lot of regulars ask me "People have compared us to
how school is going since I'm a Rosen in Findlay."
"They've been making the best
student." Champion said "Yeah,
to eat and work here is awesome subs for years," said customer
because Chris is super awl and I Darlcnc I loffman. "1 recommend
tell my friends to come for a date this place to anyone."

BISTRO

Junior

Businesses are also dealing with
the changes.
Hariene Kilpatrick, the executive director of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, said in
an e-mail that this new law provides the same protections to
small business owners as it does
for consumers. It requires that the
Federal Reserve study small businesses' use of credit cards.
Htavever, there will be negative
outcomes. This law does not allow
gift cards to expire for five years.
"This length of time makes
it difficult for bookkeeping and
tracking," she said.
According to Kilpatrick, credit
card companies may also instigate additional fees or increase
existing ones on those businesses that accept credit cards.

tots suggest the nation is beginning to

administration yesterday sent its

heal from the worst crisis in decades,

clearest signal yet that it is pre-

experts warn that the market is fragile.

pared to extend its $700 billion

Hundreds more banks are expected

bailout lor Wall Street lor another

to (ail in the next few years, largely

year, even as lawmakers said they

because of souring loans for commercial

were frustrated that not enough

real estate.

was being done to help the average American

Geithner on whether the administration

Herbert Allison Jr., the senior

would authorize an extension of the

Treasury official in charge of the

bailout program through next year as

bailout fund

the law allows.

Whi le some economic

WASHINGTON- The Agriculture
Department is pounng $520 million into
efforts to improve water quality in the
Mississippi River basin.
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack

In his testimony. Allison repeatedly
deferred to Treasury Secretary Timothy

"We still have work to do," said

USDAtofund
conservation effort
in 12 states

announced in a videotaped speech on
Thursday that he is creating the Mississippi
River Basin Healthy Watersheds Initiative.
The initiative will fund efforts in 12 states
along the 2350-mile long Mississippi River.
Over lour years, the funding will be used
to improve water quality and remove pol-

indk

-Anne Flaherty (AP)

lutants.
Vilsack's message was delivered by video

"From Virtual to Real
Shared Governance in Hard Times:
Making It Work, Together"

ft H H W

to the Gulf Hypoxia Task Force, which is
meeting in Des Moines. Iowa The task force,
with members from five federal agencies
and 10 state agencies, was formed in 1997 to
develop a plan to reduce the sue of the socalled dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico.
.-Henry C Jackson (AP)

looking for a campus organization that

Dr. Gary Rhoades
General Secretary,
American Association
of University Professors

STANDS OUT?
I he D(j NeWS is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers, columnists and cartoonists.

7 p.m. Wednesday, September 30
Pallister Conference Room* Jerome Library
All are welcome.

BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com. call us at 419-372-6966 or just
swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Brought Co you by

GOP to block
health nominees
in Medicare spat
WASHINGTON-The Senate's top
Republicans said Thursday they wouldn't
allow President Barack Obama to fill health
posts until his administration stops'barring insurers from telling the elderly how
Democrats' health overhaul could affect
their benefits.
Sen Mitch McConnell. R-Ky.. the minority leader, and seven other Republicans
wrote to Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius demanding
she immediately lift what they called a

BGSUFA

"gag order" that calls on private companies
that contract with Medicare to stop com-

The BGSU Faculty Association

municating with their elderly customers
about the measure's potential effects.
It's the latest escalation in a political!/ charged controversy over whether

THE
TECHNOLO
SUPPORT
CENTER

the wide-ranging health system remake
Democrats have written would result in
reduced benefits and services for seniors.
-Julie Hirshheld Davis (AP)

Call Now to register for gaming contest!
Blake's Oama Shop
419-832-GAME (4263)

24808 FRONT ST
GRAND RAPIDS, OH

BG'S Newest Boutique^*-.
Purses • Accessories • Laptop cases • Dresses

TRENDS!
cur 2*W
153 N Main next to Bar 149

110 Hayes Hall
QMS

Weekday Hours
Mon - Thurs 7:30am - Midnight
Fri 7:30am - 5pm

TrtnOyl*

15 off
any regular

Weekend Hours

one coupon per

Sat - Sun 1 lam - 5pm

person per visit

http://www.bgsu.edu/its/tsc

u
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15 Things We Spend
Too Much On-Part3
11. Late fees/
overdraft fees
12.NonbankATMfees
toon* YQung Money

Brought to you by:

%

priced item

Contact Us For More Information
Email: tsc@bgsu.edu Phone: 419.372.0999

FRUCAL
FALCON*

STUDENTtooNEY
BQSU.
www.ba4u.edu/nr1ms
419 372 2252
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SKATEBOARDING: Sophomore VCT major Mike Sthmitt manages to catch some air while still keeping a grip on his Jamba Juice
yesterday afternoon "I'm listening lo A Day To Remember.

MUSK

helps me get pumped." Schmitt said

USG, student leaders to
volunteer in community
number of different tasks. The
fourth group will be paired up
with members from the East
SideNeighborhoodAssocialion
going door-to-door in the stuUndergraduate
Student
Government will be recogdent community talking with
students about off-campus livnizing the Bowling Green
ing. Twenty to 30 students will
community surrounding the
University with the BIG Event
be spending the two hours at
Joe Edens | USG senator
the Humane Society, and the
this Saturday, hoping to show
Event kickoff at 11:30 a.m. at last group will be cleaning the
much needed appreciation.
According to the USG Web the Union Oval. Here, partici- patio surrounding the lerome
site, the BIG Event is a chance to pants will hear a few different Library.
The Web site said relations
"strengthen relations between speakers and be split into six
BGSU and the Bowling Green different groups and work at between the community and
community." This is an event their individual stations from the University are not as strong
as they should be, and that is
with a goal in mind to give back noon to 2 p.m.
A list of different planned the reason for an event like
and help community members
tasks has been circulated this. It added the two need to
living near the University.
This event is here to show to between student groups. be dependent on each other in
the community appreciation Around 15 to 20 students will order to "prosper to their fullfrom the University in a collab- be spending their day at the est capacity."
Anyone looking to help with
orative effort, said |oe Edens, Bowling Green Library shelvUSG college of education and ing books, cleaning win- the event is encouraged to condows, among other activities. tact Off-campus Senator Sarah
human development senator.
"The community and the Another group will be helping Shepherd or meet at the Union
University rely on each other," with a canned food drive the Oval tomorrow at 11:30 a.m.
Independent Greek Council
he said.
Any student, organization or has been holding all week,
student leader is invited to join picking up any additional food
USG for two hours on Saturday items for transport to pantries.
A third group will be workto show appreciation through
works of service in the sur- ing with Bowling Green's Parks
rounding areas. Interested and Recreation Department
students can attend the BIG and providing assistance to a
By Matt Liau*
Reporter

"The community
and the
University rely
on each other."

visit us online?
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Folklore has It that BGSU has
a ghost on campus. "Amanda
the ghost" haunts what
sorority house?

1
2

A. Phi Mu
B. Gamma Phi Beta
C. Chi Omega
D. Delta Gamma
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7 9
8
5 2
1
6
4
3
5 2
7
8
8
6
9
1 2
4
2
5
8
8
2
3
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Famous Falcons...
Tim Conway,'56
Eva Marie Saint,'46
Shantanu Narayen,'86
Jeffery Shore, 75
DaveWottle,73
Bernie Casey,'61
Arnold Rampersad,'67
Marcy Nighswander,73
NateThurman,'63
Steve Hartman,'85
Betty D.Montgomery,70
and many more!
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudofni puzzles tor FREE.
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"It basically just fills up my inbox after a while."
- Carolyn Deas. sophomore, on the Campus Notes e-mail service [see story, pg. 1].
Friday. September 25.2009 4
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If Freddie Falcon and Buster Bronco got in a fight, who would win?

b

"Freddie Falcon,

"Buster Bronco,

"Freddie Falcon,

"Freddie. He could,

because he's-

because Buster's a

because I go to BG

fly in the air. come

AWESOMF_and

bad ass."

and not Boise State."

from nowhere and

Have your own take on

then attack"

todays People On The
Sheet? Or a suggestion (or

BRANDON COLON.
Freshman.
Exercise Science

a question7 Give us your

Buster Bronco is lame."
JESSICA HARDGROVE.
Junior.
Psychology.

BRIAN NA JONES.
Freshmaa
Psychology

DANNY WARREN.
Freshman.
Undecided

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

feedback at bgviews com

Extra foot traffic warrants bike lane A liberal generation
"With one-way bicycle lanes running
activates radical
across large swathes of pavement
here on campus, we could keep the
Republicans
pedestrians and improve safety."

For the past two academic

years at the University. I regularly rode a bicycle around
campus in order to get from
point A to point li. It was great.
I could zip around from class
to class, and there were plenty
of bike racks to lock it up when
I was done.
But tbis year, I'm not riding
my bike anymore, The massive
crowds of students are just too
large in some areas, sometimes
making it very difficult to pass

through.
In fact, the Union Oval
and pavement surrounding
Olscamp Hall were sometimes
so congested with students
that I found it impossible to
pass whilst riding my bike. As a
result. I had to take long detour
routes to get to class.
And it wasa pain. Sometimes
I even see bicyclists getting
stuck behind crowds of peopie.
Change is needed tor those
of us who get around campus
on two wheels. I propose bicycle-only hotlanes for passage
through heavily congested

areas during the 15-minute
breaks in between classes.
They would be extremely
handy for students riding
bikes.
For the most part, bicyclists
can usually just circumvent
giant blobs of students by taking alternate routes around
campus. Unfortunately, to do
so makes one go out of his or
her way just to get to class.
Ideally, small bike-only lanes
running through typically busy
areas would be a great boon lor
our campus' resident bicyclist
base.
The lanes would be rest ricted
to bike riders during the notoriously busy 15 minute breaks,
and would be opened back up
to regular foot traffic during
slower hours.
But I'm not such an adamant
supporter of bicycle lanes that
I would neglect the rights of
campus pedestrians who outnumber bicyclists with massive numbers.
To give bike riders free
express lanes through busy

areas on campus could have
disastrous results if the lanes
are not designed and regulated
properly.
Narrow, 3-foot wide paths
painted on the right-hand side
of certain walkways connecting typically congested areas
would work well for bicyclists
seeking safer passage to and
from class.
And when I mention safety, I
refer to the safety of both bicyclists and pedestrians.
Anyone who has seen bicyclists on campus know how
quickly they zip around on
their bikes. Add all that speed
to a busy area, and the recipe for disaster just got more
potent.
I've seen people seemingly
cranked up on some sort of
wonder drug just trying to get
to class as soon as they can...
and they're on bikes.
Wicked turns, rapid acceleration and a desire/obligation/
need to go really, really fast are
characteristics typically associated with campus bicyclists.

And they're well deserved.
I don't mean to stereotype
our campus' bike-bound student population, but going
forward at breakneck speed is
very reminiscent of someone
in a hurry.
And we, as college students,
are very hurried. And we ride
bikes, too. That makes for some
super-fast bicyclists. That also
makes for some pretty hairy
accidents should a bicyclist
accidentally smash into a
crowd of pedestrians.
With one-way bicycle lanes
running across large swathes
of pavement here on campus,
we could keep the bicyclists
away from the pedestrians and
improve safety.
The very reason why I stopped
riding my bike around campus
is because I was afraid of colliding into my fellow students.
Those congested areas can be
crazy during the class breaks,
and I see these potential lanes
as being the solution to a minor,
yet widespread campus safety
problem.
Guided by fluorescent yellow
paint on the ground, bike lanes
could lead our student bicyclists to safety — and class, too.
Respond to iMi at
thenews@bgiiews.com

Reward complicates the value of education
By Nathan Shull
The Daly Reveille (U-Wire)

"If this incentive program helps to keep
students in school and off the streets,
I count the strategy a success. The
education of all our youth is of most
importance to our society."

What would it take to get you
to attend class? Would you get
out of bed for $500 a week?
Principal Mark Commanducci
believes, for his students at
Children's Charter Middle
School in Louisiana, this
complicated issue which has
reward works.
Commanducci explained been extensively researched.
students at Children's Charter
In the research paper
Middle School earn a weekly "Incentives, choice, educapaycheck for attendance and tion and well-being," Barry
appropriate behavior. Each Schwartz,
Professor
of
week, students startwith $25 of Psychology at Swarthtnore
middle school money," which College argues the use of
can be increased to $500 per extrinsic incentives to motiweek depending on behavior vate a student can actually
and performance. This can undermine intrinsic motivabuy school supplies, free dress tions which had previously
passes and pizza parties at directed a person's thoughts
the school store. The cost of a and actions. There is evidence
free dress pass is equivalent to this may ultimately underclose to "four perfect weeks of mine performance because
academic and social behavior," "sometimes motives compete
instead of summating."
Commanducci said.
Schwartz said when an
This is an excellent way to
get students into the classroom extrinsic incentive is provided
where, in an atmosphere con- for a person to perform, the
ducive to learning, the desire outcome is often a decrease
to succeed can be cultivated.
in performance because the
You might think it's obvious desire to learn is replaced with
monetary payment will moti- the desire to gain the extrinsic
vate students to behave and reward. Data shows the qualperform. But this is actually a ity of work decreases when

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

performance is later expected
without a reward.
This brings to mind the
time I was first paid to mow
my dad's lawn. The next week
he told me to do it for free
— my intrinsic motivation to
"do a mail's job" was suddenly replaced by the thought "I
don't work for free!"
But this argument may not
be relevant for the students
at Children's Charter because
it's impossible to undermine
an intrinsic motivation which
doesn't exist. The majority of
students have very limited
economic means, and many
come from a family background which places little
value on education.
To deal with this lack of support in the home. Children's
Charter also works with the
parents to help build a connection between the importance of hard work at a young
age and future success.
The goal is to "hook |the
studentsl with an extrinsic
reward," Commanducci
said, to "build roots of why

educationisimportant.'Tnthis
way the intrinsic desire to succeed can have the opportunity
to develop. The time between
the opportunities to redeem
rewards at the student store is
increasingly lengthened as the
year progresses. This is intended to help make the transition
from solely extrinsic incentive
to increased intrinsic motivation.
The cost of this program
is negligible. Paychecks are
paid in "middle school money"
printed by Children's Charter,
and many of the items purchased in the school store are
provided by donations from
community partners.
Cost is actually reduced,
because improved behavior leads to less detention.
Thus, the cost of paying staff
to supervise detention and
Saturday school is reduced.
If this incentive program
helps to keep students in
school and off the streets, 1
count the strategy a success.
The education of all our youth
is of utmost importance to our
society.
This includes those who
are personally motivated and
those who are not. It is our
responsibility as a society to
do our best to arrest the fall
of those who cannot see the
benefits of education and, at
a young age, unveil to them
their own potential.

By Nick Field
The Eagle (U-Wire)

On Nov. 3, 1969, in a presidential address to the nation,
Richard Nixon spoke of his
plan to end the Vietnam War.
At the time, the country was in
the midst of a profound debate
over a war, which included
vehement criticism of the U.S.
policy.
While most were disappointed in the results of the war, the
liberal critics of the war were
vilified in the eyes of the public
as a group of extremists who
hated what America stood for.
Critics said they were a tiny
group and did not deserve the
attention they received. Nixon
sought to win over the majority of Americans who were not
anti-war activists by speaking
to their rationality and portraying the anti-war activists
as a freak, fringe group. Nixon
therefore addressed his plan to
win in Vietnam to "the great
silent majority of my fellow
Americans."
Historians would later mark
this as the beginning of Nixon's
1972 re-election strategy, in
which Nixon would demonize
the youth and racial minorities of America to win middleclass whites. Political scientists would later sarcastically,
but accurately, deem Nixon's
supporters "The Great 'White'
Silent Majority."
Throughout
the years,
Nixon's Great Silent Majority
and their children became
the voters who instituted the
conservative era, which ruled
American politics from 1968
to 2008. Today, however, it
appears that the historical
political dynamic has been
turned on its head.
Towards the late stages of the
2008 presidential campaign,
the Republican candidates
and their audiences turned
increasingly volatile. Former
Republican Vice Presidential
candidate Sarah Palin said that
President Barack Obama "pals
around" with terrorists. lohn
McCain asked, "Who is the
real Barack Obama?" and an
audience member responded,
"Terrorist!"
Even after Obama won the
election with 54 percent of
the vote, the most any candidate had won in twenty
years, this rabid minority
.not only refused to dissipate,
it became louder and more
desperate.
These ultra-conservative
activists went on to organize
"tea parties" with the helpful
encouragement of Fox News.
Perhaps the biggest insult
was that these meetings
were wrapped in the words

"Even after Obama
won the election with
54 percent of the
vote, the most any
candidate had won
in twenty years, this
rabid minority [of
Republicans] not only
refused to dissipate,
it became louder and
more desperate."
and symbols of the Founding
Fathers. Although much like
the Founders, the tea parties
didn't have any ethnic minorities.
This group's next goal was
to infiltrate the health care
town halls this past August.
And while it has always been
clear that these people are not
the most intelligent or sensible people, it has become
clear that they are capable of
and have even encouraged
violence.
It became clear last year
when outbursts like "kill him!"
could be heard at McCainPalin rallies. At the various
tea parties and town halls
there have been several armed
protesters. And finally, at the
Glenn Beck instigated "9/12"
D.C. gathering, participants
held up professionally made
signs with "Bury Obamacare
With Kennedy" printed on
them. The people who held
these signs would feel shame
if they were capable of the
emotion.
What makes these protests
so distressing, however, is that
unlike the protests against
George W. Bush, this anger
isn't focused on what Obama's
done; it's about who he is. The
country has seen these kinds
of vituperative attacks against
Bill Clinton, FDR and John F.
Kennedy.
The disgusting, depressing
and possibly dangerous activity of these radicals has unfortunately received much attention. Hopefully in the future,
the media will treat these
people as they deserve to be
treated — as the bottom of the
barrel.
• Let us then focus our attention on the new Great Silent
Majority, which supports
energetic government moving America forward and
rejects the rabid fantasies of an
extreme minority.

■ E-mail us at thenews<*>bgnews.com.
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Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
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THE PULSE
Grill some 'taters
in more ways than
one this weekend

Things I know about (he stale
of Idaho:
1. The shape of the stale looks
like a crumpled witch's hal.
2. People there like to camp,
I'm assuming.
3. It's funny when someone
says, "Idaho." to respond with,
"Yeah, you 'da ho."
Bui that's it, right? Wrong-o.
I have one word for you: po-tatoes. Or po-tah-toes. However
you like to say it, there's just
no denying that Idaho and
potatoes go together like 1990s
NBA white guys and socks

that come up to the middle of
your calf. So, in honor of Boise
State University's presence this
weekend in Falcon country, I
decided to prepare my favorite potato-meets-grill dish.
It's easy, delicious and can be
used as a peace offering when
encountering blue and orange
clad fans tomorrow. Make sure
to talkabout potatoes a lot while
you're sharing this meal with
someone from Boise. Because if
1 know ldahoans, and obviously
1 do, they enjoy talking about
potatoes as much as we're going
to be enjoying eating them. In
fact, they probably enjoy it as
much as my friend's wiener dog
enjoys people telling it that it
should dress up as a hot dog for
Halloween. I continue to give
him new condiment ideas every
October.

Get more Pulse at the

CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
Read the staff s take on television, music
and all things pop culture.
WWW BOVIE WSNE TWORK.COM/PULSE
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PARANORMAL
CLOUDS HISTORY
'«*» <*i*
Wood County Historical Center and Museum's past overshadowed by alleged haunting
By AM... O'Nul
Assistant Pulse Editor

GRIDIRON GRILLED
POTATO POCKETS

can unearth within the historic grounds.
"We respect whatever people believe and so it isn't something we advocate," Gaddie commented. "We're not antighost hunters, for us we treat them like any other visitors."
While the Center and Museum may not be too willing to
let ghost hunters set up shop on their property, that hasn't
stopped some from including the site in their investigations. Paranormal investigator and author Michelle Colson
released a DVD in 2008 of her findings at the Center and
Museum.
■ According to a synopsis on her Web site Iwwvv.spirilwriter.
com), the DVDincludes "never before seen footage of...voices
from the dead... apparitions caught on film... free-standing
bolt of electricity on film inside the Lunatic House" among

The city of Bowling Green has surely been involved with
many different kinds of studies and investigations over the
years, which is understandable considering a major university is within the city's limits. However, it isn't every day that
Bowling Green is involved with studies and investigations of
the paranormal persuasion.
The Wood County Historical Center and Museum sits on
County Home Road in Bowling Green and has been a major
part of Rowling Green history for over a hundred years.
Before the building opened its doors to visitors as a historical center and museum, it opened its doors to six residents
of the County Insane Farm of Pcrrysburg in 1869. Phis was
See HAUNTED Page 6
the beginning of the county home and infirmary. The Home,
that would reside in Bowling Green until 1971.
"People lived here for 103 years and the population always
changed," said Tim Gaddie, volunteer coordinator at the
Wood County Historical Center and Museum. "The population was probably the highest during the Depression; 1 think
there were about 130 people living here."
Residents at The Home were constantly coming and
going, and included a variety of people as well. Mentally ill
patients, homeless and orphaned, the infirmary catered to
a myriad of county citizens through its facilities which later
grew to also include a Lunatic Asylum.
In addition to buildings that made up The Home's property, there was also a paupers' cemetery on the premises.
A place for residents without family or without family rich
enough to bury them in family plots, this cemetery currently has roughly 300 marked graves. Over time, the cemetery
shrank with the addition of roads and the disappearance of
tombstones. The exact number of graves is still unknown.
"They never found records that say how many people are
buried there," Gaddie explained. "Or who exactly is buried
there, too."
With a history as rich as the infirmary's, it is no wonder
that the Wood County Historical Center and Museum is an
object of curiosity within the Bowling Green community. GRAVE NEWS: Some credit the alleged haunting ol the Historical Center to a
The Center and Museum fields numerous calls from ghost pauper's cemetery that was located on the premises ol the former mental asylum.
hunters every year who are eager to come and see what they No records exist as to who or how many were buried in the cemetery.

Cut up a sheet of aluminum foil into 6-by-6 inch squares; you II need
one square for each serving you make. For every square you cut, slice
two or three red potatoes into thin, bite-sized pieces You'll also want
to sliver a sweet onion at this time, because you've already got out the
knife and cutting board, and it just makes sense to cook as efficiently
as possible. Portion the potatoes and onion onto the squares, and liberally apply olive oil and a giant pat of butter to each pile. Salt and pepper the potatoes here, too Then sprinkle some garlic powder to taste
and a healthy tablespoon of dried rosemary.
Now you can roll up the foil into neat potato-stuffed envelopes and
pop them on the grill. Give the envelopes at least 10 minutes to cook,
but after that, just check on them every once in a while. You'll know
they re done when the potatoes are flaky soft,
the onions are a pretty caramel color and
the rosemary is wafting through the yard,
completely turning everyone on. I
especially like mine just a little
bit overcooked, with some char
from the grill.
And if someone comes up
) you and says any version
of. "l-da-heard you were
making potatoes for
the Boise State game."
please share It's the
right thing to do. Plus,
it's probably me. Because
I'm the only one who
would ever say anything
like that.

Sci-fi genre still alive and kicking,
one hundred years after inception
Though original science fiction genius long since
passed, filmmakers manage to carry on legacy

"[H.G. Wells]
deserves recognition
for... writing works
that are still hugely

'Cloudy serves cinematic treat to viewers
By Aaron Holfferich
Pulse Reviewer

MOVIEREVIEW
Utter Grade: ARaUd: PG for brief mild language.
Runtime: 90 mm
Voices: Bill Hader. Anna Paris.
James Caan, Bruce Campbell,
Benjamin Bratt, Neil Patrick Harris,
and Mr. T
Directed by: Phil Lord and Chris
Miller

Animated films often come
wrapped in an ingenious
design full of spirited characters and powerful messages.
The latest animated feature of
2009 is no exception.
As a feast for your senses, "Cloudy with a Chance
of Meatballs", also carries a
delightful story about acceptance, believing in yourself,
and giant food threatening to
destroy mankind. With quirky
humor that applies to all ages

of the family, audiences might
be surprised to hear this is one
great animated film that wasn't
dished up by Pixar.
This story of an aspiring
childhood inventor named
Flint Lockwood is brought
to you by Sony Pictures
Animation. Even as a kid,
Flint (Bill Hader) wasn't afraid
of failure simply because he
failed often. He created spray
on shoes you can't take off, a
remote control TV that runs
away, and rat-birds that do
nothing but terrorize his town.
In the stage of his life where his

WHAT'S HAPPENING TONIGHT

father wants him to geta job. all
Flint dreams of doing is inventing something that people can
appreciate. Therefore, when
the mayor stages an event to
save the town, Flint decides to
debut his latest invention that
turns rain into food.
While some of the film
spends time being a hysterical spoof of disaster movies,
it's not always about what it
would be like if food started
pancaking schoolhouses or
See MEATBALLS | Page 6

This past Monday was the
birthday of H.G. Wells, 63
years after his death.
For those unaware of the
sheer brilliance of this British
author, he is considered the
granddaddy of sci-fi for penning "The War of the Worlds,"
"The Invisible Man," "The
Time Machineand "The Island
of Dr. Moreau." He deserves
recognition for not only helping to create an entire genre,
but also for writing works
that are still hugely popular
today. (Everyone from Steven
Spielberg to "The Simpsons"
pays homage to his novels.)
But while it is nice to celebrate the past, it is also nec-

TOMORROW NIGHT

Big Mess at Howards

Before We Fall plays Grumpy Dave's

Cincinnati band visits Bowling Green

Detroit band Big Mess, which features
members of indie group Thunderbirds
Are Now!, is scheduled to take the stage
at Howard's Club H tonight at 9 p.m.

Acoustic guitar player Jason Laporte and band You
Are Here will be opening for musical group Before We
Fall (ex Products of Society) at Grumpy Dave's Pub
tonight. The 18-and-over show will start at 9 p.m.

Shakin Promotions will present Cincinnati indie rock band
The Pomegranates at Howard's Club H tomorrow night with
Traveling By Sea, Lightning Love (hailing from Ann Arbor)
and Balloon Messenger. Doors are set to open at 9 p.m.

k

popular today."
essary to look to the current
state of affairs. So, how is the
sci-fi genre today? (This is
where I usually launch into a
negative rant.)
Actually, though, I am
impressed with the sci-fi films
1 have been seen this year,
"Moon," (he Sam Rockwellstarring sleeper hit of this past
summer tackles cloning, alternative fuel sources and the
reality of staying connected to
loved ones only through techSee SCI-FI | Page 6

THEY SAID IT
"I may be dumb,
but I'm not stupid."
- Terry Bradshaw

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Kiss is alive once
again in 'Detroit
Rock City
By Mile* Householder
The Associate;:

Sheriff: Suspect says God led
him to singer Jewel s ranch
Angela K. Brown
The Associated Press

DETROIT -Kiss is alive. Again.
More than 30 years after their
seminal live album "Alive!" was
recorded in part during a show
at CobO Arena in Detroit, the lace
painting rockers are back with
a new CD and North American
tour, which kicks off today — in
Detroit Rock (Sty, of course.
"1 expect the reception of
homecoming heroes, but the
truth is, it's really us sharing... an
intimate moment with a cit) and
the people who were pivotal in
helping to make kiss what it is."
lead singer Paul Stanley said of
the show and another tomorrow
— both at Cobo.
StaiueybassistGeneSimmons,
guitarist Ace I rehley and drummer Peter Criss put out a few
studio albums in the earl] 1970s
without a great deal of success.
It wasn't until I97S'S "Alive!"
hit record-store shelves that Kiss
blew up.
Stalwarts
Stanley
and
Simmons are joined these days
by Tommy lliayer on guitar and
Eric Singer on drums.
Stanley said the hand will play
the songs from "Alive!" as well as
a few choice favorites dining the
Detroit gigs.

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

PORT WORTI1, Texas — A man
accused of stalking singersongwriter lewel at her rural
Texas ranch said he was on a
mission from God, authorities
said Tuesday.
Michael I awrence Ko/elka of
Townsend, \\'is„ was arrested
last week alter he went twoconsceutive days to the 2,000-acre
Stephenville ranch owned by
lewel's husband, rodeo champion TV Murray, said I'rath

County Sheriff Tommy Bryant
After Ko/elka was found on
the ranch Sept. 14, the landowner warned him not to
return. Bryant said. But on
Sept. 15 Ko/.elka was found at
the main house with a pocket
knife in bis clothing and a dog
with him. although lie did not
resist arrest after deputies were
called, Bryant said.
"He was not aggressive and
was not mad," Bryant told The
Associated Press on Tuesday.
"He just said he was on a mission from God, that Cod told
him to come to Stephenville
and led him to this ranch."
Bryant declined to say what
Ko/elka may have said about

lewel or her husband, and it's
unclear if cither was home at
the time.
Ko/elka, 50. was charged
with stalking, a felony that
carries a maximum 10-year
jail sentence, according to jail
records.
He has been jailed in
Stephenville. about 75 miles
southwest of Fort Worth, on
$30,000 bond since his arrest.
His attorney, Michael
Nicholls I'ugh, declined to
comment Tuesday, saying he
was appointed to the case that
afternoon and had not yet talked to Ko/elka.
Attempts to reach Murray,
a nine-time world champion
rodeo cowboy and past president of Professional Bgll Riders,
were unsuccessful Tuesday.
A publicist for lewel tlid not
immediately offera statement.
Vickie Pintsch, co-owner
of Pintsch's Hardware in
Townsend, Wis„ said Ko/elka
lived in the area for years,
working on construction and
helping with repairs and odd
jobs. Pintsch said she had not
seen him for several months,
although he visited her store
occasionally.
She said Ko/elka attended

Jewel
\ Michael Lawrence
Kozelka was found
on the singer's
ranch with a knife

St. lolin Lutheran Church in
the town of about 1,000 people,
about 80 miles northwest of
Green Bay.
"He was pleasant to talk to
when he came into the store"
Pintsch said. "He has never
hurt anyone that I am aware."
According to Oconto County
Circuit Court online records
in Wisconsin, Citizens Rank
foreclosed on some property
Kozelka owned in November
and a sheriff's sale was conducted in August.
William Foshag, an attorney
for the bank, did not immediately return a telephone message Tuesday.
Bryant said Mm 'ray and lewel
were concerned about publicity
over the incident. According to
the incident and arrest reports
obtained by The AP under the
Texas Public Information Act.
a pseudonym is used for lewel,
and few details are provided
about what happened that day.

SCI-FI
From

5

nology. Pretty heavy stuff, but
that's what true sci-fi should
be: getting those brain cells
moving, "District 9," another
hit of the summer, also works
on multiple levels by making a
powerful statement on human
rights, as well ascalling to mind
genocides and atrocities of the
past. "Gamer," out now, takes a
tvvistcdly funny satirical look
at how sad and desperate our
current video game culture
may one day become.
Sure, all of these films can
be viewed as pure entertainment, but the creators of these
three works went for something deeper, and that is
what sci-fi needs. Yes, "Star
Trek" was entertaining too,
but sorry l.|. Abrams. I don't
consider the presence of two
Spocks enough to yield claims
of thought-provoking science

fiction.

What does this creative fruition mean? We live in a quickly evolving society that sees
personal lives, popular culture, technology and privacy
all melding together into one
indiscernible mixture. I go on
Facebook to check for movie
news, talk to my girlfriend and
see what my friends are up to.
This is probably the most fertile time since the exploration
of space or invention of computers for creators of science
fiction to speculate on where
we are heading.
So next time you watch a
sci-fi movie (a real one, not
"Transformers") or open up
a good science fiction novel,
enjoy it, but dig deeper. Ask
what implications the writers
or directors are making for
society. In the meantime, rest
easy. H.G. Wells, your genre is
in good hands.

WWWIMDBCOM

HAUNTED
From Page 5

other paranormal activities.
The online national haunted
house database www.haunted-

houses.com also lists the Center
and Museum as a haunted site
in Ohio. The description on
the Web site dives into more
detail about apparitions and
weird occurrences thai have
occurred at the Center, some
that were part of Colson's
investigations.
Other stories on the Web site
include experiences author,
psychic and University graduate Chris Woodyard had while
investigating the location.
According to I launtedllouses.

cone Woodyard had "terrifying experiences" in the lunatic
Asylum where she was "tied
into the experiences of the residents here, including a huge

man in a psychotic fit, a woman
in a confining outfit to keep
her from hurting herself, and
finally her seeing life through
the eyes of a resident."
The debate still continues
on whether or not paranormal

"Every Friday in October we do folklore
tours. The tours go through the home,
the asylum and the cemetery."
Tim Gaddie I Museum Coordinator

not, you still have the chance
to check out the Center and
Museum this October.
"livery Friday in October we
activity doesin tact occur at the
Wood County 1 listorical Center do folklore tours," Gaddie said.
and Museum. Some chalk it up "The tours go through the home,
to imagination or the simple the asylum and the cemetery."
fact that the facilities are over
The tours are guided and
one hundred years old. Others, advance reservations are needhowever, stick to their stories ed, t here is also a S10 charge per
of apparitions and voices from person. Tours start at the front
beyond the nave. Whet her you entrance at 7 and 8 p.m. and
believe in the paranormal or usually last about two hours.

For more information, contact
the Wood County Historical
Center and Museum at 419352-0907. For those paranormal enthusiasts, copies of
Woodyard's and Colson's findings are available for purchase
at the museum shop. Colson
will also be signing copies of
her new release at (he Center
and Museum on Saturday, Oct.
17 from 4 - 9 p.m.

MEATBALLS
From Page 5

defacing national monuments.
Aside from an underlying
commentary on eating disorders, "Cloudy with a Chance of
Meatballs" clearly aligns with its
main character's state of mind.
Flint's desire to show the world
his talent holds a lovable nerdsyndrome that has him doing
things like humming his own
theme song. Thanks to these
small details of wacky character
traits, the animators are able
to make their kooky film about
raining meatballs just as meaningful and as it is crazy.
Maybe what more films
need are characters like Flint

Ix>ckwood. In an industry that's
full of rehashed failures and
copycat backfires, spontaneous originality breathes life into
otherwise bizarre story-lines. A
talented voice cast that includes
surprising turns by Benjamin
Bratt and Mr. T, "Meatballs"
keeps the belly laughs coming with equally eccentric
dialogue and a whole-hearted
jubilant spirit.
Since it revels in oddity rather than artistry, "Cloudy with
a Chance of Meatballs" could
have easily been one of this
year's worst films. Thanks to
wonderfully endearing characters, this is one cinematic treat
that surprisingly delivers the
goods.

SPORTS
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SIDELINES

HOCKEY
Assistant captains
named
David Solway and Tommy
Dee (above) have been
named assistant captains for
the 2009-10 BG hockey team.
"We've been looking at the
team all through fall training.
It was a collaborative decision
that Tommy and David would
be our assistant captains,"
coach Dennis Williams said.
Kyle Page was named the
team's captain earlier this
year.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
HELPING HAND: Senior linebacker James Schneider (52) helps teammates Jetett Sanderson (left) and Angelo Magnone tackle Troy's DuJuan Hams (52) in the season-opener.

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have

BG s own scrapper

in-game updates. .
www.twitMr.com/bgiwwssports

Hard work pushes senior linebacker into starting role with Falcons

OUR CALL
By Andrew Harnar

Today in
Sports History
1982—Northwestern's
football team beats Northern
Illinois to end a 34-game losing streak.
1981-Nolan Ryan tosses
fifth career no-hitter.
1882-The first baseball
doubleheader is played.

Sports Editor

James
Schneider
Has recorded 20

lames Schneider plays the
total tackles this
game the right way.
season
While he may not be the
biggest, fastest or strongest ft
linebacker in all the country, Schneider makes sure to onto the field, I'm playing my
abide by the lessons last sea- hardest," Schneider said.
son's senior linebackers lohn
First-year coach Dave
Haneline and Erique Dozier Clawson noticed that work
instilled in him to make up. ethic and has given Schneider
for it.
his first opportunity to start at
"I feel like every time I step the Division I level.

"What he is, is a scrapper. He watches a
lot of film, he knows the proper angles to
toke [and] he practices and plays football
like someone who loves the game."
Dave Clawson I Coach

After putting in an offseason
of hard work, Schneider beat
out junior Eugene Fells for a
starting spot on the defense's
second row.

"What he is, is a scrapper."
Clawson said. "He watches
a lot of film, he knows the
proper angles to take land] he
practices and plays football

like someone who loves the
game."
But without knowing all
that, anyone reading over last
season's stats may wonder
how Schneider has been put
into that position.
Playing as a back up to
Haneline. Dozier and returning starter lerett Sanderson
last season, Schneider saw
action in four games, recordSee SCRAPPER | Page 8

The List
The Mid-American

Women's soccer team begins MAC play

Conference has several
chances to make national

By Angalo Valotta
Reporter

headlines with upsets. Here
are the top 5 upset chances
the MAC has this weekend:

1. Bowling Green: In
facing the No. 8 team in the
country, the Falcons could
garner headlines bigger than
any MAC school has so far
this season.

2. Ball State: The
Cardinals have struggled

CHDISTrHtMCGINWS

THE BG NEWS

mightily after a successful

STEPPING UP: Sophomore Max Weston (5) stepped up big against Michigan, scoring

season last year. They will

BG's only goal in a 5-1 loss.

face Auburn this weekend as
23-point underdogs.

Falcons following up

3. Ohio: The Bobcats face
Lane Kiffin and Tennessee
this weekend. Anytime the

mid-week loss with

MAC can top a SEC school,
it's a big deal.

4. Akron: The Zips will
face the preseason favorite for the MAC crown in
Central Michigan. Without
suspended quarterback Chris
Jacquemain. a Zips upset
would be quite a surprise.
5. Miami: The RedHawks
are still awful. They're playing Kent State - a team not
exactly up to par with the
rest of the league either - as
seven point underdogs.

another tough challenge
By John Lopez
Reporter

For the first half of their game
againsttheUniversityofMichigan
Wednesday, the Falcons looked
like they could compete with any
team in the country.
However, the game was two
halves, and the Wolverines scored
four goals in 12 minutes to beat
the Falcons 5-1
The Falcons came out strong,
as sophomore Max Weston got
his first collegiate goal in the
ninth minute.
Weston has continued to produce for the Falcons in a starting

capacity, after beginning the season on the bench
"It felt good to get on the board
early; it was a great team goal,"
Weston said.
As forgiving up the lead, Weston
saw it as a shift in the game's
momentum.
"We had a lot of momentum,
because we scored early, but we
didn't stay focused," he said
Coach Eric Nichols was
pleased the execution that led to
that goal.
"We strung a few passes togethSee AVENGE | Page 10

Mid-American Conference play
opens up this weekend as BG's
women's soccer team heads out
on the road.
The Falcons (4-5) are now at
the pivotal point of their still
young season, as they begin to
play their conference schedule.
BG is set to play 11 MAC games
this year and will have their first
two challenges this weekend.
"It all really starts. Now its
real," coach Andy Richards said.
"Every, win is critical."
BG comes into this weekend of
games coming off a rough sweep
in California last weekend. The
Falcons lost both games by a 2-0
margin, yet the feeling is very
positive still.
"Strangely enough, we played
good soccer," Richards said.
But that weekend has come to
acloseandanew weekend isherc
for Richards' team. The goals are
simple when it comes to playing
MAC games: win and qualify for
the MAC Tournament.
That won't be a simple task as

AUINABOZAS

THE BG NEWS

SET FOR THE MAC: Sophomore Leah Johnson and the rest of the women's soccer team
will begin Mid-American Conference play thrs weekend.

BG has two tough teams to face
this weekend. The Falcons travel
to Northern Illinois for 4 p.m.
game today, to face a very physical, very direct team. From there,
BG will travel to play Western
Michigan with a 2 p.m. kickoff
Sunday afternoon.
"These teams always fight,"
Richards said.
The Falcons will be looking to
improve upon their mistakes as

well. Richards is hoping to see
better offensive production than
he has of late. He also wants to
see a cut back in the individual
mistakes.
"Better teams will punish you
for that." Richards said.
For the Falcons, now the
time is critical to step up their
game, especially with all eyes
set on the MAC championship
trophy.

Falcon rugby looks to extend 18-year streak
ByCJWataon
Reporter

Following the most physical
and competitive game of the
year against Michigan State,
the BG rugby team is prepared
to take on Western Michigan
tomorrow.
BG has the upper hand in the

series against WMU. In the 18
years that the Broncos have had
a rugby team, BG has a 36-0
record against the them.
Thegamcs against WMU have
been competitive the past few
seasons, last year, the Broncos
went into halftime leading BG,
but the Falcons came through
in the second half and won the

game thanks to the team's stellar fitness.
"Of course the problem for
BG is that the longer you are
up on the pedestal, the more
determined opponents become
to knock you off," said Roger
See RUGBY I Page 8
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insjusl six tackles.
He nearly matched that Mat
in his Rrsl star) this year in the
season opener against Troy
when lie recorded five lacklev He repealed that total the
next week against then-No. 25
Missouri.
But last weekend marked his
breakout game as Schneider
doubled his output and tied
ior the team lead with II) tackles against Marshall in a 17-10

ioss.
"It'sbeen exciting |and| agood
opportunity lor me," Schneider
-aid. "I've really, really enjoyed
il and played hard every time
I've gotten a chance."
After high school, Schneider
played for Butler lunior College
in his homeslale of Kansas for
two seasons before deciding to
make the jump lo Division I
football.
He said the friendly environment he experienced when
he \ isiied the University made
his decision to come east easier.
"Everybody treats each
other like equals here; a

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA 10 video game. Before each game, we'll pust the results.

!2

ENOCH WU I THE KNEW

RUNNING STRONG: Senior linebacker James Schnodc* (52) runs olf the field wilh ihe
Fakon defense in the season-opener against Troy

good sound community,"
Schneider said.
But one tiling Schneider lias
yet to do as part of that community is record a sack.
He'll get his next chance to get
one in tomorrow's game against
No. 8 Boise Stale. And taking
down Kellen Moore — regarded by many experts as one of
the better quarterbacks in the
country — would be one of Ihe
most memorable moments of
his career.
"Undescribleable." Schneider
said. "Ii'd he a pretty amazing

moment listening to the fans
cheer."
Sack or not though, Clawson
will likely be satisfied with
Schneider's performance by
the end of ihe game, even if he
makes a mistake or two.
"When the game is over, like
every game, he's not perfect, but
it's nol ever for a lack of cfforl
or a lack of want-to." Clawson
said.
Playing the game the right
way will do thai lo a player, and
for Schneider, he wouldn't have
It any other way.

game was theirs to lose, and
they thought it was a lot closer
than itshould'vebecn.
"We really need lo start off
the game a little more focused."
said coach Tony Mazzarella.
"It'sgot to he business right from
the start. We have to focus on
what we're supposed lo do out
[here and Idling the game take
care of itself. We gel caught up
on thinking, 'We'll do this, and
we'll win by ibis,' and that's
never the case."
Mauer agrees that a lack of
focus and playing with inten-

sity arc things BG will need lo
strive for.
"Michigan Slate was a big lesson for us." Mauer said. "We
needed a game like that lo gel
our minds right... it taught us
thai we have lo come out with
Intensity from the first minute
to the 80th minute, we can't get
lack in the first half or the other

1

2

3

4

2 17 0 014 31
014714 35
CO
This week's top performers:
Tyler Sheehan, QB: 24-39.300 yards, 5 TDs. 11NT

RUGBY
From Page 7
Mazzaretla, director of rugbv at
BG
I he learns main focus this
week in practice has been intensity.
" I his week we're really focusing on good intensity all around
the field in every aspect possible," said wing Rocco Mauer.
I asi week against Michigan
Slate was the only lest that BG
has faced so far this vear. The

WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE
GAS/HEAT

WATFR

Freddie Barnes, WR: 11 receptions for 142 yards. 4 TDs
Chris Bullock, RB: 25 carries for 80 yards
Jimmy Scheidler. TE: 6 receptions for 92 yards
Jahmal Brown, S: 2 interceptions

REAL RECORD

team will go ahead."
And brothers think alike.

VIRTUAL RECORD

1-2

"We're just going to play BCi
rugby for HO minutes, no letting up." said center Dominic
Mauer.

3-1

THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
The standings were shaken
up last week after out
Campus Editor's 5-1 week
boosted her from worst to
a tie for first. Meanwhile.
the main sports guy at this
paper struggled to a 2-4
finish last week and finds
himself in a tie for last
place,
B(j
.
c
VS. No. 8 Boise Mate
M

0

7/

mm nmERicnn

canFERErwE

ANDREWHARNER

SEAN SHAPIRO

TAYLOR RICHTER

BECKY TENER

Sports Editoi

Assistant Spoils Editor

Design Editor

Campus Editor

Weekend MAC
football schedule

As exciting as the upset would be I hate to say il, but Boise is simply The day I pick someone over
for the University community, this too big. too fast, and too much
the Falcons is the day they make
for BG to puH the upset.
ESPN's Top 10. Roll Along, boys!
)US( jsn[ the game for it

I BELIEVE in my Falcons!! Pull
an upset

Boise 41, BG 13

Boise 35. BG 17

BG 27. Boise 24

BG 15, Boise 14

I was huge on VT before the
season. They blow away the
Hurricanes winning streak
against ranked squads
VT 42. Miami 51

Miami has done more than anyone in the country this season,
beating Iwo ranked teams They'll
add a thud learn this weekend
Miami 29. VT 28

The Scorpions said it best when My gut told me to go wilh Miami.
ihey coined the phrase "rock you but I'll lake a gamble
like a hurricane" Eighties hair
melal doesn t lie.
Miami 31. VT 19
VT 24, Miami 18

Tech has seen some real competition unlike that team in blue.

Georgia Tech will give UNC a
Tyler Hansburogh and his tenreminder why the Tar Heels are in dency lo bleed may have left
(act a basketball school
UNC. but his spirit has not. Plus.
everybody else picked GT.
GT 27. UNC 21
UNC 24. GT 17

§

BUFFALO AT TEMPLE
12P.H.

Boise 165

HIGH SPLLD
INTERNET

No. 11 Virginia Tech
vs. No. 9 Miami
Miami -2.5

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

Georgia Tech
vs. No.22 North Carolm
Georgia Tech-2 5

GT48.UNC12

mNAT CENTRAL MICHIGAN
3:J0P.M.
AT NORTHERN ILLINOIS
3:30 P.M.

GT will have lo fighi for mis one.
bul the Tar Heels aren't mat
lucky.

BOISE STATE AT BG
BOI
7 P.M.

GT 21, UNC 14

CABLE

FREE
HASSLE

No. 17 Houston

Houston -1
Boston College
vs. Wake Forest

CALL US

BC 15
Temple
vs. Buffalo

CURRENT
SPECIALS!
ALSO INCLUDED

I should probably slop picking
upsets but whatev.

Temple -5.5
Overall record

Texas Tech 27. Houston 17

Taylor Polls is the new Harrison
Ford in Red Raiders of the Lost
Ark. Thai was a lot funnier at
midnight when I wrote il
Texas Tech 45, Houston 24

The ultimate umanked com flip
game Everyone loves lhat one.
You guessed it. III give the edge
lo the underdog
Wake 17, BC 10

I flipped a coin and it landed on
the eagle side, so BC wins this
one on a blocked punt that rolls
out of the end zone for a safety.
BC2.Wake0

Some kids want to grow up to be I don't really care that much
astronauts or Celine Dion I'd like about mis one. So Wake Forest?
lo be a Demon Decon

Home held is a huge deal in the
MAC (unless you're the 2008
BG team). I'll take the Owls in a
thriller
Temple 45. Buffalo 38

I'm still trying to figure out how
the Bulls pulled off the triplereverse into wide receiver pass for
a touchdown last week.
Buffalo 35. Temple 21

It won't lake many licks to get to This is a loss up, bul hopefully
the center of this Owls toolsie
the loss of Buffalo's James Starks
pop
won't hurt them loo bad
Buffalo 27, Temple 17

Buffalo 14. Temple/

9-9

11-7

9-9

11-7

24 hour emergency
maintenance
New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online
Lease renewal bonuses

UT AT FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL

MIAMI AT KENT STATE
Wake 35. BC 23

Wake 14, BC 13

7 P.M.
ATTENNI
7 P.M.
HOFSTRA AT WESTERN MICHIGAN

Malural Light 30pk...$13.49
Ssm AdMm'«
* _ nr,
Boston LagcI 6p* bMUC5.5'.99

834 South Main

±

AUTISM SPEAKS'

WALK NOW

"BG's #1 Party Store [jj

('old ti.H'i ,il St.lie Min. Prices!
(419) 352 9259

Mil,,-, (,-ni,m,».i,
/ cam .»

SI 19
..I,

Bud Light 24pk...$16.99
flusch Light 30pk...$14.49

.'''■;'.'•:? w:,:i

AUT.SMSPEAKS FOR AUTISM
It's time to listen.

5k Walk around Bowling Green Campus
Saturday - September 26th
$10 per Participant

STOP BY AND SEE US
No appointments necessary

It all starts at the Alpha Xi Delta house:
220Thurstin Ave.
Registration begins @ 9:30am
Walk begins @ 10:00am

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

All proceeds go to Autism Speaks Organization
Anybody is welcome to participate!

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

7P.M.flH

Coors Light 24pk...$16.99

Referral award bonuses
Friendly staff

BALL STATE AT AUBURN

Houston 31. Texas Tech 28

Alpha Xi Delta Proudly Supports

Two outdoor pools
On-site laundry facilities

We saw Houston beat Oklahoma
Slate I don't think anything can
stand in their way.

I hear Crabtree is still unsigned.
Maybe he comes and thrashes
the Houston defense lo raise his
draft stock for next season?
Texas Tech 41, Houston 38

vs. Texas Tech

(Students, Faculty, Friends, S Family)

We thank you for your support!
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The Parade will be held on Friday, October 2, 2009 at 5pm.
The theme this year is [RATED BG!].

2£&« aJl tm
*

OR „
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■

Applications can be picked up at...
- Office of Campus Activities (401 BTSU)
- BTSU Information Center
- Download atwww.bgsu.edu/getinvolved
They are due as soon a possible, but no later than
Wednesday, September 30, 2009 at 5pm to
the Office of Campus Activities or to the BTSU Information Desk

Worried about the cost of building a float?!
if you are one of the first twenty organizations to submit your completed application,
your group will receive up to S100 reimbursement (with the submission of original itemized receipts)
for materials purchased. So turn your applications in early to receive this great deal!

Questions? Contact Emily Broeg at ebroeg@bgsu.edu or OCA at 419-372-2343

SPORTS
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VOLLEYBALL AT HOME THIS WEEKEND

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

pg^0"0'

brought to you by

Down
1 Bombs that don't go off
2 Actor Morales

3 1930s-'40s GermanAmencan political group
4 Fury
5 In a wary way

6 "Hold the Hellmann's"
7 Shirt that once had a reptilian logo
8 Male servant

9 Aetna's business: Abbr
10 Moving toward the
calmer side, at sea
11 "Shoulda listened to
me!"
12 Ego
13 Created
18 Actor Calhoun
22 Hockey legend Bobby
25 Golfer's wheels
26 Loony one
27 How a debater's
response is made
28 Mormons' gp.
29 Philly Ivy League sch.
30 Minister's home
31 Art Deco designer

TALLOWS

tf

ACROSS
1 Actress Messing of "Will &
Grace"
6 Nothing, in Latin
11 6-Across suffix
14 Typical

39
40
41
42
46

15 Endangered layer
BENLOHHAN I IHEBGNEWS
SET TO 60: Senior Coiey Domek (above) mil Mp lead die Falcons as they open the Mid-American Conference season at home this weekend BG will play Akron tonight at 7 p.m. before hosting Buffalo at the same time tomorrow The Zips are 8-6 on the season but have lost low
straight matches. The Bulls ace 9-4. The Falcons were swept last weekend at an Ohio State tourney and beaten by Oakland Tuesday.

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accepl advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of nice, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, ui on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

16 Boston _ Party
17 Toon rodent who's a British
secret agent
19 Long in the tooth
20 Scenic routes, often
21 "Look Homeward. Angel" author
Thomas
23 Attempt
24 Online birthday greeting
26 Suitor's proposal
32 Baseball's "Big Unit"
Johnson
33 Cattle drive buddy

47
48
50

34 Dinghy propeller
35 TiVo predecessors

61
62

36 Bouquet
38 Litter weakling

63
64

56
57

59
60

Barely manage, with "out"
German name for Cologne
Cup for cafe
Shipwrecked literary hero
"_ directed": medication
warning
Ship, to a sailor
Name
Mike Nichols's comedy partner
Aardvark's snack
TV sci-fi series, first aired
9/15/1965, on which a robot
spoke the catch-phrase
formed by the first words of
17-, 26- and 42-Across
Nipper's co.
Writer Bagnold et al.
Pinball no-nos
Buddy
Thick
Two foursomes

PISRNCLLO'Sp
• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.
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tSPECIALSI
; our coupon menu at
v.pisanollos.com

203 N. Main 'SSST
352-5166 ^
I
Sb.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4PM.

32 Trailer park resident,
for short
Slugger Sammy
Forms an increasingly
smaller circle around,
with "on"
38 Coll. dorm VIPs
40 Prepared to say 26Across
Seeks help from
Cuba or Aruba: Abbr.
Common poolside
chair
45 Bridle part
Ball field protector
Peruvian of old
Former Ford cars
DeMillefilm, say
Enhanced milkshake
Entr'__: intermission
Mon., on Tues.
Four quarters

I

City Events
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

:■

•.:.'.'■

OUT AGAIN: Cameron hepple v II miss his second straight game this weekend.

AVENGE
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er, and lacoh Itawrencel sprung
Max with a nice pass," Nichols
said. "Max made a groat touch
shot off the far |«>st and in."
With the lead, the lalcons
began to push, coming close to
scoring again in the 30th minute, when Gavin Oo/icr sent a
shot at goal that forced a save
from
Michigan goalkeeper
Chris Blais.
The equalizer came
for
Michigan in the 39th minute, as
Falcon goalie leff Smoker was
beaten by Justin Meram,
As positive its the first half was
for the lalcons, the second half
was disastrous, as the lalcons
conceded four goals In 11 minutes, including two within a
minute of each other.
"I was very pleased with the
first half, hut deeply disappointed
with the second half" Nichols
said. "Credit to them |Michigan|,
they got the first goal and smelled
blood in the water. They sensed
that we were on our heel's a little
hit and went after it."
The five goals the Falcons
conceded are the most this year,
and Wednesday's defeat to the
Wolverines is the seventh consecutive game for the team without
a win.
After having been dismantled
by the No. 24 Wolverines, the

lalcons will find no relief in their
next encounter as they head to
Akron to face the Zips, t he nation's
No. I team.
The Zips have won all six
games they have played, including a 1-0 victory against No. It

Indiana last week,
"They are one of. if not the best
Services Offered
team in the country," Nichols
said. "They have great movement off the hall and great talent
Senior care; shopping, cleaning.
errands, etc. Student avail every Fri
at all positions."
Call 419-615-7143.
Although Nichols preaches
playing every game to win.
defeating Akron will be a difPersonals
ficult test, as the Zips lead the
all time series 37-8-3, the most
$2500 REWARD for the positive
recent result was a 2-0 victory at
identification leading to the arrest of
Cochrane Field.
two white males who were fighting at
"Being able to play the No. 1
the entrance of Nate & Wally's
team in the country is a good
Fishbowl on Wooster St. at 2:28am
thing, not too many schools can
on the morning of Wednesday,
say that they have done that," August 19. A young woman passing
by on the sidewalk was critically inNichols said. "Havingthem in our
jured by these men Please contact:
conference is awesome."
toer@sbcglobal.net
Keigning
Mid-American
Conference Player of the Week
and leading Falcons goal scorer
Help Wanted
Cameron Hepple will miss his
second straight game due to a
Looking 4 dedicated, morning/happy
groin injury', as will right Iwck
& detail oriented college students to
Chris McLean, who injured his
help beautify area homes.
shoulder in last weekends draw
Reliable transportation necessary
Call MightyMouseMaid at
against ll'FW.
330-620-6927.
But the Falcons will have
Thomas Mclean back to face
VOICE TEACHER NEEDED
Akron; the junior was forced out
for Perrysburg Academy of the
of the game at Michigan with a Performing Arts Needed lor Fridays.
Call 419-874-6773
lower leg injury but is expected to
suit up tomorrow.

SPECIAL

Your Events
With BG Views Events you can let
all of Bowling Green know about
your upcoming events for free!
Compatable with Facebook. Twitter. iCal.
Google Calender, and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use.

eventful

a»o in

IVYWOODAPTS.^

i

2 Bdrm.s./Studios
Spacious Efficiency Unit
•Fully Furnished
•Frig & Micro
•All utilities paid
•77 channel cable TV
•Local Phone included
•Directly across from BGSU
•No contract needed
•$445.00 monthly

4fl

[419.352.5222

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

2 bdrm apt low as 499.00, 2 blcks fr
univ. also Room low as 225.00 mo,
also 1/1/10 - a apts. eff + Rms
Car1yrentals.com/ 419-353-0325.

Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ deck,
close to campus, yr lease,
S350/mo + else, call 419-654-5716.

For Rent

2BR house close to campus,
Irg backyard, S595/mo ♦ util.
Call 419-708-9981.

Quiet upstairs 2 BR duplex, living rm,
full bath, kitchen/dinette $400/mo
Year lease. Call 419-654-5716.

"Across from Kohl Hall. HUGE 2br
Apt Great view of BGSU. Ig kitch.
dining rm. new carpet, free olf-st
park S595/mo. Call 614-668-1116.

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
Irom campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo ♦ util Call 419-708-9981

1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus,
$375 & $450/mo + electric, pels OK.
Avail now, call 419-708-9981

A lew rentals left. 1 & 2 BR apts.
S450-500/mo, heat included,
a few blocks from campus,
Call Mid-Am Mgmt at 419-352-4380.

1 or 2 BR apt. avail NOWI
Long or short term lease
Call 419-354-9740.

House w/ 5 BR S bath and a hall,
close to the university.
Call 419-308-0825 for more info.

WE ACCEPT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes & Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

•Near BGSU

Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00

•Private patio/entrance

•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available \
,

.

cormorantco.com

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

BG1CARD

Hirst Month
FRF.K

I I 1^1

lk.419-352-7691 EHO

visit us onflm and post your event &>

BGVlews

Hold 'em Poker
Live action daily, tournaments on
Saturday 8 Sunday at 1 pm.
S30 buy-in, winner receives cash +
tree seat in the S20.000 Northwest
Poker Classic, Sept 25th, 26th, 27th
VFW Post 2858, 345 N. Hopewell,
Township Rd. 91. Tiffin. OH.
Call 419-618-3424 lor more info.
www northwestohiopoker com
Get S10 m Iree chips with this adl
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Senior Portraits Next Week!
Schedule your appointment now at
www.myseniorportrait.com

THE

S
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HOWDY BOISE!
(HOPEFULLY THE FLIGHT WAS SMOOTH.
BECAUSE NOW YOU'RE IN FOR A ROUGH RIDE)

7 RM. KICKOFFIDOYT PERRY STADIU

BGSU Falcons VS Boise State Broncos
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ROSTERS AND DEPTH CHARTS
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28
29
10
11
32
33
34
34
35
36
37
38
39
10
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41
42
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Kyle Wilson

CB

Austin Pettis
Chris Potter
lit us Young

WR
WR
WR

Jason Robinson
DJ. Harper
Michael Coughlin

S
RB
QB

George lloka
MikeTamburo

S
QB

Jerrell Gavins
Preston Minter
Kellen Moore
Brandyn Thompson

DB
WR
QB
CB

Garcia Day
Joe Southwlck

S
QB

Cedric Febis
Winston Venable

DB
5

Aaron Burks
Hazen Moss
Josh Borgman
Trevor Herman

WR
LB
CB
PK

Mitch Burroughs
Jamar Taylor

WR
CB

Carlo Audagnotti
Doug Martin
Jeron Johnson

RB
S RB
S

Malcolm Johnson
Hunter White
Matt Kaiserman

RB
LB
RB

Quaylon Ewing
Jeremy Avery

CB
RB

Jar vis Hodge
Tyler Jackson
Travis Stanaway
Antwon Murray

RB
S
DB
CB

Jonathan Brown
Tommy Smith

S
LB

Kirby Moore
Dane Turner
Kyle Brotzman

WR
DB
K

Aaron Tevis
LB
Ebenezer Makinde CB
Raphiel Lambert
CB

OL
OG

62
64
65
66

Kevin Sapien
Brenel Myers
Matt Paradls
Thomas Byrd

OL
OG
DL
C

70

Zach Waller

OL

71
72

CoryYrlarte
Matt Slater

OL
OL

73

Nate Potter

OL

74

Tom Swanson

OT

75

Faraji Wright

OT

76

Jake Broyles

OL

77

Spencer Gerke

OG

78
79

Charles Leno, Jr.
Bronson Durrant

OL
OG

80
81

Kyle Efaw
TE
Nicholas Alexander DE

82

GeraMo Hiwat

WR

83
84

Sean King
Jimmy Pavel

TE
K

84

Jake Johnston

WR

85
86
87

Tommy Gallarda
Trevor Peterson
Gabe Lm.-h.in

TE
TE
TE

88

Chandler Koch

TE

89
90

Tyler Shoemaker
Billy Winn

WR
DT

91

Greg Grimes

DL

92
93

Shea McClellln
Justin Jungblut

DL
DL

94

Bryon Hout

DE

95
96
97

Darren Koontz
Jarrell Root
Chase Baker

DT
DL
DT

98
99

Ryan Winterswyk
Michael Atkinson

DE
DT

w

1
2

Willie Geter
Ray Hutson

RB
WR

Chris Scheldt
Jerett Sanderson
PJ. Mahone
Calvin Wiley

WR
LB
DB
WR

Matt Wilson
Jake Hess FB

LB

7
8

Freddie Barnes
Tyrone Pronty

WR
WR

9
10

Adrian Hodges
Calvin Marshall

WR
DB

11

MattSchilz

QB

12

Chris Wright

WR

13
14
14

Tyler Sheehan
Aaron Pankratz
Kellen Pagel

QB
QB
QB

15
16

Lane Robilotto
Tony Hunter

CB
QB

17
18
19
20

Marquese Quiles
BartTanski
Kamar Jordan
John Pettigrew

DB
QB
WR
RB

Daron Mackey
Michael Choate
Dustin Kamper
Dan Paul FB

S6

Will Lawrence,
Joe Kellogg

3
4
5
6

•5
16
16
47
IS
•9
•9

S3
S4
S5

59
61

TB
TE
DE

Ricky Tjong-A-Tjoe DL
Allen Mooney
LB
Chris Roberson
LS

31
32

Garrett Pendergast OL
Dave Wilson
LB

Drew Wright
Richie Brocket
Kharyee Marshall
Joey Paul FB

•3
14
14

SO

57
SB

J.C. Percy LB
Brad Elkin

LB
WR
LB

P

Billy Derome
J.P. Nisby DT
James Crawford

LB
LS

Derrell Acrey
Zach Gholson
Michael Ames

LB
DE
OL

Chuck Hayes
DL
John Michael Davis LB

21

Adrien Spencer

DB

22

Jason Rice

RB

23

Robert Lorenzi

DB

24

Jahmal Brown

DB
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28
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31
32
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
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46
47
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49
50
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52
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70
71
72
75
76
77
79
80
80
81
82
83
84
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Jonathan Davis
Nick lovlnelli
Giovanni Flllari
Steve Dunlap
Cameron Truss
Mark Mays
Roger Williams
Keith Morgan
Jerell Parks
Chris Bullock
Zach Akenberger
Ryan Crow
Lewis Parks
Erique Gefger
Aunre' Davis
Matt Norsk
Vlnce German
Tim Moore
Eugene Fells
Brandon Jackson
Nick Rleke
Cody Basler
Cralg Rutherford
Dwayne Woods Jr.
Jerry Phillips
Aaron Wright
Stephen Stein
Winston Etherldge
Paul Swan
Anthony Lawson
James Schneider
Alex Thomas
Eric Jordan
Angelo Magnone
Tyler Donahue
Neal Dahlman
Jairus Campbel
Mickey Wagner
Jordon Roussos
Casey McHugh
Ben BoJIcic
Preston Burrell
Scott Albert
Kyle Bryant
Ricky Retzlnger
James Garnett
Scott Lewis
Marc Stevens
Brady Minturn
Chip Robinson
Nick Torresso
Shane Steffy
Jake Thompson
Blaec Walker
Tim German
Austin Collier
Justus Jones
DeMark Jenkins
Jordan Hopgood
Sean Joplin
Derek Brighton
Chris Paliska
Matt Oczypok
Alex Bayer
NIckTumlnello
Jimmy Scheldler
Dylan Farrington
Chris Jones
Kevin Alvarado
Ted Ouellet
Carlos Tipton
Ronnie Goble
Darius Smith
Andrew Johnson

DB
P
DB
RB
DB
RB
DB
DB
CB
RB
RB
LB
FB
RB
DB
K
FB
DB
LB
DL
TE
LB
LS
LB
K
FB
K
DL
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LB
LB
LB
LB
DE
OL
LS
DE
DT
DE
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
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OL
DL
OL
OL
WR
WR
TE
WR
WR
WR
TE
K
TE
DE
TE
DE
DT
DL
DE
DE
DE
DL
DL
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1 Willie Geter RB
33 Chris Bullock FB
19 Jimmy Scheidler TE
7 Freddie Barnes WR
2 Ray Hutson WR
70 Brady Minturn LT
75 Shane Steffy LG
61 Ben Bojicic C
64 Scott Albert RG
56 Tyler Donahue RT

96 Jarrell Root DE
97 Chase Baker DT
90 Billy Winn DT
98 Ryan Winterswyk DE
36 Aaron Tevis LB
52 Derrell Acrey LB
15 Brandyn Thompson CB
8 George lloka S
17 Winston VenableS
23 Jeron Johnson S
1 Kyle Wilson CB

X
XO
o
Xo
X
Xo

II Kellen Moore 0B
27 Jeremy Avery RB

^to

40 Richie Brockel FB/TE

72 Nick Torresso DT
92 Kevin Alvarado DT
55 Angelo Magnone DE

4 Titus Young WR

52 James Schneider LB

54 Michael Ames RT
62 Kevin Sapien RG

o

w

45 Cody Basler LB
4 Jerrett Sanderson LB
31 Roger Williams CB

66 Thomas Byrd C

32 Keith Morgan S

59 Will Lawrence LG

24 Jahmal Brown S

72 Matt Slater LT

o

43 Brandon Jackson DE

2 Austin PettisWR

89 Tyler Shoemaker WR

^%&

21 Adrien Spencer CB
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BOWLING GREEN-BOISI
fBOWLING (3REEN FALCONS

rW

20.3 367.3 58.0 309.3
POINTS TOTAL
OFFENSE

RUSHING PASSING
/GAME
/GAME

39.3 427.3 196.7 230.7
ADRIEN SPENCER (LEF:) ANO JAHMAl BROWN

ROGER WIlllAMS

W
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BY THE NUMBERS
MUEN MOORE

1
19.3
POINTS
ALLOWED
/GAME

334.3 156.0 178.3
TOTAL
DEFENSE
/GAME

RUSHING
ALLOWED
/GAME

PASSING
ALLOWED
/GAME

14.0 284.3 129.7 154.7
BOISE STATE BRONCOS BO

'ihTjL
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READY: BG's defensive line waits (or a snap against Marshall last weekend The line was unable to get constant pressure in that game and coach Dave Clawson said that was a priority in practice this week

Falcon lines looking to improve for Boise
After the O-line allowed two straight running backs to run through them and the D-line struggled to force pressure, lines must get better
By Andrew Harrier
Sports Editor

There are many factors that allow
a football team to win a game, but
there are also many factors thai
make winning a lot harder.
It's hard to win a football game
when the quarterback is on his
back more limes in one game than
he had been all season.
It's also hard to win when a team
rushes for 6.1 fewer yards per carry
tjian its opposition.
Bui that is what happened to the
Falcons Saturday against Marshall
as Tyler Sheehan was taken down
six times for a loss of 36 yards and
BG gained 10 rushing yards on 20
attempts in a 17-10 loss.
Their failure to control the line
of scrimmage on either side of the
ball was one of the first things
yiach Dave Clawson touched on in
the post-game press conference.

"Marshall really out-physicalled
us |and| outhit us," Clawson said.
"They were just much more physical on both sides of the line of
scrimmage."
Marshall
standout
Albert
McClellan — a 6-foot-2,2!">4-pound
defensive end — tormented BCj's
senior offensive line duo of Brady
Minturn and Shane Steffy, who are
both taller and weigh more than
McClellan, all game long as he was
able to penetrate the Falcon offensive line for two sacks and a quarterback hurry.
In total, the Thundering Herd
broke through the BG line and hurried Sheehan nine times. He was
hurried seven times against Troy
and zero times last week, according to final slat sheets.
After the game. Sheehan said
the bigger linemen and linebackers created pressure he's not using
to feeling in the Mid-American

Conference.
"It was a different kind of pressure," Sheehan said. "They've got a
good punch."
Not only that, the line broke
through blocks, preventing BG
from effectively running the ball.
The Falcons' longest run of the
game was nine yards, and they
utilize shovel and other short passes to substitute for their ground
game.
'That was our biggest concern
coming into the game," Clawson
said.
However, the Falcon defensive
line also struggled, allowing Herd
running back Darius Marshall to
open up his game in the second
half.
BG was able to contain the Herd's
ground attack well in the first half,
allowing71 yards on 16carries. But
with quarterback Brian Anderson
struggling—he had completed half

his passes and thrown an interception in the first half— MU continued to push their running game
after halftime and were rewarded
for doing so.
Over those twoquarters, the Herd
i an the ball i!l times and gained 175
yards, highlighted by an 80-yard
touchdown run by Marshall early
in the fourth quarter that would be
all the Herd would need to seal the
victory.
After the game, Clawson pin
pointed that particular run as an
inevitable part of the game.
"When you can't control the line
of scrimmage, at some point in a
football game, that's going to catch
up with you," Clawson said after
the game. "liven though we had a
lead tonight, 1 never thought we
were controlling the line of scrimmage."
The defense also had trouble
breaking through the Herd offen-

sive line. Senior linebacker Cody
Baslerand freshman lineman Chris
lones both recorded sacks, but they
each were for 1-yard losses.
Senior safety Jerett Sanderson
and junior lineman Carlos Tipton
each recorded a tackle for a loss, but
combined, the two only knocked
the I lerd back five yards.
In the first two games, BG's
defense recorded 13 tackles for a
loss, dragging opponents back 55
yards with two sacks in each game.
Clawson noted that disparity after
the game.
"The first game against Troy, 1
thought our defensive front played
extremely well," Clawson said. "In
the last two games, I don't think
we've played at that same level '
Players are going to need to find
that style of defense again as they
No. 8 Boise State this weekend in
their toughest test of the young
season.
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Save money. Live better.
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Story by Andr«w Harncr | Sports Editor

nearly full stadium of Falcon faithful are expected to put on their game faces and be in attendance for Saturday's game against No. 8 Boise
State University at Doyt Perry Stadium.
Boise State will become the highest ranking team to ever
play in Bowling Green, surpassing then-No. 12 Northern
Illinois University, who came to town in 2003.
That day, the Falcons won 34-18 in front of 31,007 people,
including a record 10,051 students and the ESPN College
Gamedaycrew.
While the Falcon football team will come into Saturday's
game as a heavy underdog, BG coach Dave Clawson is hopeful
See FANS | Page Si
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Galand Ash feels complete after a 22-
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BSU to become
highest ranked team
to play at the Doyt
By Stan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor
Never before has a team as highly ranked as No. H Boise state
University invaded Doyt Perrj
Stadium.
lite last time lit, hosted a team
ranked in the top 25, they defeated
No. 12 Northern Illinois il III in
one of the biggest home wins in
program history.
A win SatUrdaj would lie one
of the biggest in program history;
however, it will lie no eas) task
as Boise State has only lost four
games in the past three seasons.
"VVe'reprett\e\ciletlalterc oming
off two lough losses; we're reach to
get rolling and sec il we can knock
lioisc oil this week.'' said senior
lames Schneider "It would give
the program a lot of excitement."
If the lalcons are to pull the
improbable upset, the) would
have to shake oil'two straight loss
es where they blew second half
leads, including last week against
Marshall University
Meanwhile Boise is one of the
hottest teams in the country. After
defeating then-No. 19 Oregon to
Open the season the) shut out
Miami.ind outscored Fresno State
last weekend.
"We got to be ready Ibis is a great
football team,'' BGSU coach Dave
Clatwm said. "I think one of the
marks of a great team is they can
win all types of games. They've
proven they can win a low-scoring
game by beating Oregon, and then
proved they could win a high-scoring game by healing l-resno State."
Leading the way lor the Bronco
offense is sophomore quarterback
Kellcn Moore, who has thrown lor
685 yards and eight touchdowns
this season.
The sophomore is surrounded
by a plethora of options, including
wide receivers Austin Penis and
lints Young, who have combined
lo calcb six touchdowns. The running game is impressive as well,
even though they lost leading
rusher D.I. Harper, leremy Avery
is still averaging 93 yards per game
this season.

Retired police chief gains closure
after 22-year-old case solved
By Ell.l Fowlci

"They've proven they

City Editor

can win a low-scoring

Tile case went unsolved for 22
years. Bui il was a simple DNA
iesi. taken in a time when that
evidence wasn't yet admissible in
court, dial allowed Galand Ash
to finally have closure on a twodecade old case.
The now 70-year-okl Ash,
who retired as Bowling Green
police chief in I99H, only had
one unsolved homicide in his 18year tenure as chief — the case
of Karen Sue llirschnian, a 22year-old management information systems major from Jackson,
Mich.
"(Ihe fact il went unsolvedl
always bothered me," said Ash.
who had wauled lo lie a cop since
be was 1 fi. "1 feel complete now"
Ash, a 36-year-pobce veteran, describes ihe scene of
1 lirschman's body as bloody and
the clime senseless.
"It was a really bad crime scene,
too, as far as violence goes," be
said. "The gory part is something
that always sticks in your mind. It
look years to find Out bow senseless Ithis crime] really was."
Ash. who believes the tnilh is
crilical in any case, describesdworking this particular case as difficult because il was so random.
"There was no reason to ever
think the suspect might be off a
bus and be so unconnected with
everything," Ash said,
That unconnected suspect
was Michael Dixon. Dixon, now
50, was recently convicted of
Hirschman's murder on Sept.
18. Skipping town after killing
I lirschman. Dixon was eventually
caught in (Jilumbtis for a string of
other crimes. He was serving a life
sentence when be was on trial for
I lirschman's death.
Dixon. who pleaded no contest to the crime, was sentenced,
again, lo life in prison and must
spend every anniversary of die
crime. 24-hours, in solitary confinement He isn't eligible for
parole until 2054.
I lirschman's body was found
in her Second Street apartment

game by beating
Oregon, and then
proved they could
win a high-scoring
game by beating
Fresno State."
Davr.

..

;oach

All of ibis doesn't IMKIC well
for the falcon defense who has
allowed 3343 yards per contest.
On the opposite side of the ball,
the Falcons boasl a lonnidable
offense themselves, which is highlighted In the senior duo of Tyler
Sheehan and Freddie Barnes,
"They're a very good combination. We saw those guys up close
and personal last year," said Boise
bead coach Chris IVlcrson. "They
Ixtih look like they've gotten better
over the year."
Barnes, in particular, will be a
defensive key for the Broncos as
the senior wide receiver leads the
NCAA in receptions ibis season,
with III.
But. while the passing game has
had success, the running game
is going to have to improve if the
Falcons are going to have any
chance to beat the Broncos.
The Falcons have averaged a
pitiful 25.7 yards per game on the
ground, and they have yet lo break
a run for over 20 yards.
Even though the Falcons have
struggled over the pasi two weeks,
Pclcrson is prepared for a tough
tesl against ihe lalcons.
"That usually means you're going
to he facing a very hungry football
team," I'elersen said. "They know
they have a good team and they'll
play hard."
And if the lalcons can put up
a positive result against the heavily favored Broncos, thai would be
history in die making.
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CONTENT: Galand Ash stands in front of the Bowling Green Poke Department Ash
was serving as the Poke Chief when the 1987 murder of Karen Sue Hiisdiman occurred
al 9:05 p.m. Her hands were
bound behind her back and her
dollies were lorn, and later she
was found to have been sexually
assaulted. According lo The BG
News archives, ihe Wood County
Comer mled the cause of death
as internal hemorrhaging from
10 stab wounds to her chest and
abdomen.
Ash added the police bad another SUSpeCt, but it look two decades
for Ash and I lirschman's patents lo
realize he was innocent
"We told IHirschman's parents!
everything we did as we were
doing it," Ash said. "|Wel had our
own ideas of who might have
done it. which turned out wrong,
which only proves everyone is
innocent until proven guilty."
In fact, before Dixon was
convicted of Hirschman's murder, the only fulfillment Ash
and his detectives had from ihe
I lirschman case was a simple letter from I lirschman's parents.
"Her parents thought we did a
good job and they were satisfied
that WG did everything we possibly could," he said. "And thai was
the only satisfaction we got out of
thai case |at the time.l"
As it turns out. the DNA evidence taken 22 years ago was
instrumental in convicting Dixon.
According to Mb, al the time of

I lirschman's death, DNA was just
beginning to play a major role in
foa'nsic evidence. The case evidence, including the DNA, had
to be flown to a forensic lab in
California.
Ash said the fact dial Ihey look
1 )NA on that case was surprising.
"Back then most people didn't
know what DNA was," he said.
"Even though Ihe guy thai did it
WBS in prison |for another criniel,
we would never have known that
if it wasn't for the DNA we took."
Ash, who spends his mornings at Panera Bread in downtown Bowling Green, said once
Ihe DNA matched he knew it was
over.
"I have always felt thai IDNAI
was Ihe frontier of the criminal
justice system," he said. Adding
with a laugh. "In my day. il used
lo lie fingerprints, but only stupid
people leave fingerprints,
When the DNA from the crime
scene was matched to Dixon, Ash
was relieved, but he didn't attend
any of Ihe trial.
"Il did cross my mind," lie said,
"But, I didn't ward lo go through
thew feelings again. So I didn'l go."
Ash didn't elaborate on ihe
emotions he had throughout the
case, but, as a cop he said emotions arc one of those things you
just don't show.

"You gol lo train yourself lo not
show emotions because |>coplc
will see dial as a sign of weakness,
al least thai is what we las police]
think," he said.
lames Wiegand, director of
public safety al die University,
didn'l work directly with Ash, hut
lias known him since 1978, when
they traveled to Virginia for die
PBI National Academy.
"I le was always a good guy and
WBS respected in the field of law
enforcement" Wiegand said.
Described as a "friendly wellrespected man of the community" by colleagues. Ash always
look Ihe lime lo talk — even with
those he didn'l work with.
"He always bad time to talk
[with niel and I didn'l work with
him lin bis department]," said
Sgt. Tim lames of the University
police. "We would always have a
quick chat and he would ask how
tilings were going."
lames, who was a patrolman
when he first met Ash, worked
with the I Iniv ersily poUos during
much of Ash's tenure as police
chief.
"Iliclievchcwas well-liked by the
city and the I Iniversily community
because he was an old-school kind
of guy," James stud. "He always had
a smile. I le was a likable guy with a
good personality"
Wiegand, who worked as a cop
for the Toledo police, said he was
envious of Ash's workday.
Ash. who lias always been a
morning person, would arrive in
the office al I a.m.
"You gel half a workday done
before people begin to wake up,"
Ash said. "It was perfect for me."
Ash, who grew up in the area,
loves die Bowling (ireen community.
"You have lo care about die
community, before you can, at
leasi for me, do a good job las a
police Chief]," he said.
All in all, Ash said, he has no
tegnts,
"You may even joke about la
case] and not see il seriously," he
said. "You treat il as a job and do the
best you ran. You have a job lo do
and you do what vou have to do."
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Student artist draws upon recycled technology to create clothing, jewelry designs
By Heather Under
Pulse Editor

Upon seeing the Zenith with
her baggy jeans, sports bra and
bright yellow Mohawk, it is clear
she is attempting to embody the
unique.
But this graduate student
brought more than just her distinct
appearance and curious name to
set her apart in the University's art
department. Combining technology, trash and social commentary,
die Zenith attempts to push the
envelope with each piece of an,
resulting in thought-provoking
and often recycled jewelry, clothing and more.
"Any material has some kind
of possibility to it," the Indiana
University graduate said. "So what
I like to do is use alternative materials or found objects or tech trash
as more than what they are. It's not
about the thing, irs what the thing's
about, the larger social message or
the comment it's making."
With an original intent to study
fashion design, the Zenith graduated from IU after eight years with
an individualized major program
in socially reactive clothing and a
bachelor of fine arts degree in metalsmirhing and jewelry design.
However, her love of art began
far before ever setting foot in
a studio or having the means to
produce three-dimensional work.
The Zenith said she loved dress-

up clothes in preschool, as well as
painting and writing, and knew she
would one day make wearable art.
"In high school I got really discouraged with art." the Zenith said.
" I always took too long to do things.
I erased a lot. |My teacherl almost
made me feel like I shouldn't even
pursue art in college, and it's funny
because now I'm here and doing a
graduate degree in it."
The tide finally turned her
class was charged with making a
sculpture out of a paper bag and
the Zenith was the only successful student. She carried that ability to reinvent discarded objects
through her undergraduate studies and now to her graduate work
at the University.
"For her flatware project in |my
metahvorkingl class, the Zenith
made two remarkable pieces,
a forged spoon and a fork, that I
could hardly believe an intermediate student had made," said IU
metals professor Randy long.
"They were conceptually advanced
and impeccably well crafted."
The Zenith's art has taken
countless shapes through years
of experimentation and schooling. From jewelry out of computer
mouse bails and hard drives components to a corset constructed of
Hot Topic clothing bags to a shoulder strap-on device that appears
to mix chemicals into the body,
nothing seems to be off limits.
A common trend in her work is

Senior quarterback Tyler
Sheehan agrees.
"Wfe're expecting a lot of fans,"
From Page Si
Sheehan said. "We haven't had an
plenty of people will be on hand environment like we will ISaturday]."
intent on rooting for the Falcons.
The team came close last season
"You hope part of the reason they when the Big Ten's University of
are here is to see the BowlingGreen Minnesota was in town for the
Falcons, but obviously Boise is a home opener. A total of 23,182
big draw," Clawson said, later add- people took in that game.
ing, "Vve just have to make sure
But Saturday's environment is
people wear orange and brown, something that should help players
not orange and blue."
get more pumped up for the game.
The team drew a nice crowd in
"I feel like as a team we're going
Week 1 against Troy University as to be pumped just to be playing a
14,514 fans, including 5,686 students, game, but to have all those people
took in the contest as the lafcons there supporting us is really going
to help us out," senior linebacker
dismantled the Trojans 31 -14.
"It was really nice and spirited. I lames Schneider said.
was impressed," said sophomore
For freshman Jasmine Travers,
she will be at the field supporting
Jeff Baldwin.
Baldwin also plans to be at the team in hopes of a big win.
"I want us to really kill them,"
Saturday's game and said he thinks
the atmosphere will be twice as Travers said.
spirited as it was against Troy.
Photos byAlaina Buzas
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using technology. The Zenith feels
using bits of discarded technology
documents their hidden history.
"Wfe've made these things, but
we don't see these things," she
said. "It's commenting on the pervasiveness and the invasiveness of
technology."
Her art show is titled
"Peripherals" because cell phones,
iPods, hard drives and more are
peripherals of us, she said.
Though social comments on
technology permeate much of the
symbolism behind the Zenith's
work, her upbringing also contributes to the discussion.
"I wasn't raised |in| any religion,''
the Zenith said. "I was raised in
a place where 7-year-olds were
telling other 7-year-olds that they
were going to hell if they didn't
accept lesus into their hearts and
throwing out this dogma without
even knowing what it means."
Her thoughts on religion, as well
as much in-depth study into the
history of sexual misconduct in the
Catholic Church, led to the conception and execution of a jewelrypiece called "Cardinal Desires."
This necklace shows graphic
pictures of genitalia, forbidden
among celibate priests and nuns,
in a shape similar to that of rosary
beads. At the center of the necklace
is a larger photo of an eye sewn
shut, symbolic of mi th denied. The
piece's clasp, a magnet, is symbolic
of a vow, she said. It seems natural,

PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE ZENITH

WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY: Made Irom recycled computer mouse balls and silver, the
necklace was designed to capture the original function of the parts m a new context.

but can be easily broken.
"It started out as a jewelry piece,
but I let it run rampant,'' the Zenith
said. "It ended up showing the
conflicting attitudes of the church
toward sex and women over time.
I like to work with things that cannot only make social commentary
but sex and gender commentary
as well."
The Zenith decided to bring her
avant-garde thinking and style to
BGSU to work under Tom Muir,
distinguished professor in the art
department, who currently acts as
the artist's graduate adviser.
Muir met tile Zenith in 2005 while
conducting an art workshop at IU.
"I thought she was very unusual,
in a good way, and definitely not
your typical student," Muir said.
"She was an excellent craftsperson

with a unique perspective, intelligent, well-spoken. She paid a lot
of attention to detail and took the
time to resolve her work and finish
it the way she wanted."
This unique perspective is not
limited to her artwork, as the
Zenith's name clearly alludes. The
Zenith decided to legally change
her given name after feeling for
some time that it did not fit her
personality and also to disassociate herself from her abusive father.
She settled on the Zenith because
zenith means peak or best, and
she always strives to be the best at
what she does. The Zenith also fit
for another reason.
"People wanted me to be a girl,
and I don't really identify with
that," she said. "I call myself an
androgenite. I'm androgynous. I

BGSU's art department, and plans
to incite thought and discussion to
technology's role in individual's lives
at the same time as designing clothing and jewelry she describes as
functional yet glamorous.
"What makes the Zenith different is how refreshing she is to have
around," Muir said. "A lot of our students are pretty conservative, and
her approach is the polar opposite,
We like having diversity and she
is a nice, unique addition to the
studio."

4. As impressive as Petersen's mark, is the teams mark in
their past 92 games. Boise State has won 82 of those games
for a winning percentage of .891. While tomorrow's contest
isn't a conference game, the Broncos have posted quite a
mark there, going 55-2 in conference games since 2002
(winning percentage of 965), which has resulted in six WAC
crowns in seven years

8. Boise State - a member of the Western Athletic
Conference - is currently ranked No 8 in both major polls,
which currently is the highest ranking of any non-Bow!
Championship Series conference team. The team has previously
never been ranked higher than ninth in either poll and comes to
BG as the highest ever team to play in Doyt Perry Stadium.
7. The Broncos have never made a trip to Ohio. But. the
team has tound success against Ohio schools beating the
University of Akron. BGSU and Miami University at home.
Boise State also lost to Youngstown State on a neutral field
at Marshall m the 1994 Division l-AA title game.

I. Jeremy Avery ran all over Fresno State University last
Friday in a 51-34 Bronco win. The junior running back rushed
for 186 yards on 11 carries while gaining a tolal of 269 allpurpose yards. He will likely look to feast on the Falcons, who
have allowed 427 rushing yards in their last two games

6 Boise State has had 100 wins since 2000. They are
one ol just two Division l-FBS schools to have such a winning percentage, joining the University of Oklahoma, a
team with 104 wins since that point.
5. Boise State coach Chris Petersen has started his
career nicely. His first head coaching job came from Boise
State in 2006. and he has since guided them to a 38-4
record. Last season. Petersen was the WAC Coach of the
Year and a finalist for the Bear Bryant Coach of the Year
award - which he won in 2006 after an undefeated season

realized 'the' can be gender neutral, and we don't have gender
neutral pronouns."
The Zenith plans to get even
more technical with her art as
she develops and perfects skills
in metals, enameling, glass blowing and oilier art techniques. The
ultimate goal, though, is a clothing
line, which the Zenith hopes to call
"Glue Gun Assassin." She would
like to see some of her works of
intense labor mass produced
"1 think the sky is the limit llor
the Zenith] as far as I'm con
cemed," said Heather Akou, assistant professor of dress studies al
IU. "I think what she's working
with about body and technology is
a ripe area for research. She could
influence other artists as well as
people in technological fields. She
has the potential to do a lot"
Through forward-thinking and
skilled crafting abilities, the Zenith
has brought much diversity to the

2 The Broncos have gotten to 3-0 in impressive fashion.
In their season-opener, Boise State played then-No. 19
Oregon University to a low-scoring 19-8 affair that was televised on ESPN After that, the Broncos shut out the Miami
RedHawks 48-0 before their high-scoring affair with Fresno
State last Friday - which was also aired on ESPN

BRONCOS

1. BG and Boise State played last season at Bronco
Stadium, with the Broncos coming away with a 20-7 victory
The Falcons held Boise State scoreless in the second half.
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